GENESIS
1
God makes the world
1

In the abeginning God made the bheaven and the cearth and

everything high up in the dsky. 2 There was nothing on the eearth.
Nothing lived there, and nothing *could live there. There was only sea
and deep water all over the earth. There was no light. It was very dark.
The fSpirit of God moved over the water, like a strong wind.
The first day — God makes light
3

God said: ‘There must be light.’ Then the light was there and it

shone. 4 God looked at the light and He *saw that the light was good.

g

God *took the dark away from the light. 5 God said that the name for

the light was day and the name for the dark was night. It became night
and then it was morning.
That was the first day.

begin: start, God started to make the world.

a

b
c

heaven: the *sky, sun, moon, stars and everything above us. [*drawing # 57]

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

d

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

e

Spirit of God: God, but we can not see Him.

f

g

shone: today the light shines, yesterday it shone.
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The 2nd day — God makes the hsky
6

God said: ‘There must be an iexpanse high up above the jearth. There

must be water above and under the expanse.’
7

Then it happened. God made the kexpanse and then there was water

above and under the expanse. 8 God said that the name for the lexpanse
was the msky. It became night and then it was morning.
That was the 2nd day.
The 3rd day — God makes dry nland and oplants
9

God said: ‘All the water under the psky must be in one place, in the

sea. There will be sea and dry qground.’
Then it happened. 10 God said that the name for the dry rground was
s

land. He said that the name for the water was sea. God looked at how

He had made the land and the sea and He *saw that it was good. 11 God
sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

h

expanse: a big space with something like a round roof that you can not see.

i

[*drawing # 172]
j

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

expanse: a big space with something like a round roof that you can not see.

k

[*drawing # 172]

expanse: a big space with something like a round roof that you can not see.

l

[*drawing # 172]

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

m

land: the *ground, the dry parts of the world, not the sea. [*drawing # 98]

n

plants: things that *grow out of the *ground, like flowers. [*drawing # 166]

o

p

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

q

[*drawing # 75]

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

r

[*drawing # 75]
s

land: the *ground, the dry parts of the world, not the sea. [*drawing # 98]
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said: ‘There must be green tplants that *grow on the uland. The plants
will make vseeds and wfruit trees will grow, with seeds inside the fruit.’
Then it happened. 12 The green xplants and trees started *growing in
the yground. The plants and trees made zseeds inside the afruit and more
of the same plants and trees started growing. God looked at how He had
made the plants and He *saw that it was good. 13 It became night and
then it was morning.
That was the 3rd day.
The 4th day — God makes the sun, moon and stars
14

God said: ‘There must be lights in the bsky. They will show when it is

day and when it is night. They will also show when it is csummer,
d

winter, espring or fautumn. The lights will also show when the days

and years start and when they end. 15 The lights in the gsky must shine
plants: things that *grow out of the *ground, like flowers. [*drawing # 166]

t

u

land: the *ground, the dry parts of the world, not the sea. [*drawing # 98]

seed: *grains that can *grow if you *sow them into the *ground or *plant them.

v

[*drawing # 80]

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

w
x

plants: things that *grow out of the *ground, like flowers. [*drawing # 166]
ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

y

[*drawing # 75]

seed: *grains that can *grow if you *sow them into the *ground or *plant them.

z

[*drawing # 80]

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

a

b
c

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

summer: the time of year when it is very hot. [*drawing # 171]
winter: the time of year when it is very cold.

d

spring: the time of the year after *winter, when flowers and new *leaves start to

e

come out. [*drawing # 169]

autumn: the time of the year after *summer, when the *leaves of the trees fall off.

f

g

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]
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and give light to the hearth.’
Then it happened. 16 God made the sun, the moon and the stars. The
biggest light, the sun, had to shine in the day and the smaller light, the
moon, had to shine at night. 17 God put the sun, moon and stars into the
sky to shine on the jearth. 18 God said that the sun and moon must show

i

when it was day and when it was night. God looked at how He had
made the lights and He *saw that it was good. 19 It became night and
then it was morning.

That was the 4th day.
The 5th day — God makes fish and birds
20

God said: ‘The sea water must be full of fish and living things and

there must be birds that fly in the ksky, above the learth.’
21

God made fish and the big water animals and everything that lives

in the sea. God also made lots of mdifferent birds to fly in the nsky. God
looked at how He had made the fish and the birds and He *saw that it
was good. 22 God oblessed them and He said: ‘There must be more and
more fish and water animals. The water must be full of fish. And there
must be lots of birds on pearth.’
23

It became night and then it was morning.

That was the 5th day.
earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

h

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

i
j

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

k

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

l

different: not the same, or some of these and some of the others.

m

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

n

bless: God said He will help them and they will have a lot of babies.

o

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

p
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The 6th day — God makes animals and people
24

God said: ‘There must be all kinds of animals on qearth, rfarm

animals, screeping animals and twild animals.’

Then it happened. 25 God made the udifferent vwild animals, wfarm

animals and xcreeping animals. God looked at how He had made the
animals and He *saw that it was good.
26

Then God said: ‘Let Us make people who will be like Us and yrule in

our place. They must rule over everything for Us, over the fish in the
sea, over the birds in the zsky, over the animals, over the acreeping
animals and over everything on bearth.’
27

So God made people so that they *could crule over everything in his

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

q

farm animals: animals that people can buy to work for them, like cows and

r

donkeys. [*drawing # 139]
s

creeping animals: animals like snakes that do not walk on legs but move on the

*ground. [*drawing # 127]

wild animals: animals that live in the *field, like lions and bucks. [*drawing # 134]

t

u

different: not the same, or some of these and some of the others.

wild animals: animals that live in the *field, like lions and bucks. [*drawing # 134]

v

farm animals: animals that people can buy to work for them, like cows and

w

donkeys. [*drawing # 139]
x

creeping animals: animals like snakes that do not walk on legs but move on the

*ground. [*drawing # 127]

rule: when a *king or *leader tells his people what they must do. [*drawing # 27]

y

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

z

creeping animals: animals like snakes that do not walk on legs but move on the

a

*ground. [*drawing # 127]
b
c

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

rule: when a *king or *leader tells his people what they must do. [*drawing # 27]
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place. He made them to be dleaders and to be like Him. God made men
and women. 28 God eblessed them and He said: ‘You must have many
children and fill the fearth with people. You must grule over the fish in
the sea and over the birds in the hsky. You must rule over all the
animals on the earth.’
29

Then God said: ‘I am giving you all the iplants on jearth that have

seeds in them and all the trees that have lfruit with seeds in them. You

k

may eat them. The seeds and fruit will be your food. 30 The grass and
the green mplants are food for all the animals on nearth. They will be
food for all the birds in the osky and for all the animals on earth.’
Then it happened.
31

God looked at everything that He had made and He *saw that it was

very good. It became night and then it was morning.
That was the 6th day.

leaders: people who lead other people and tell them what they must do. [*drawing

d

# 120, 136]

bless: when God helps people or things and does good things for them.

e

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

f

g

rule: when a *king or *leader tells his people what they must do. [*drawing # 27]
sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

h

plants: things that *grow out of the *ground, like flowers. [*drawing # 166]

i
j

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

seed: *wheat or *barley *grains that can *grow if you *sow them into the

k

*ground. [*drawing # 80]

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

l

plants: things that *grow out of the *ground, like flowers. [*drawing # 166]

m

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

n

sky: above us, where the *clouds, sun and stars are. [*drawing # 57]

o
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2
1

This is how God made pheaven and qearth and everything in it.
The 7th day — God rrests

2

God sfinished all his work and on the 7th day He did not work. He

rested. 3 God ublessed the 7th day. He made it a vholy day because He

t

rested after He had xfinished all his work. 4 This is how yheaven and

w

earth was made.

z

God makes a man and a woman
When the *Lord God made the aheaven and bearth, 5 there were no
c

plants or trees in the dfields on earth, because the *Lord God had not

p

heaven: the *sky, sun, moon, stars and everything above us. [*drawing # 57]

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

q

rest: to stop working or to lie down or sleep [*drawing # 51].

r

s

finish: to go on and stop after you have done everything that you had to do.

[*drawing # 39]

rest: to stop working or to lie down or sleep [*drawing # 51].

t

u

bless: God said this day is a special day that *belongs to Him. He will be good to

everyone who *respects this day.

holy day: a *special day that *belongs to God when people may not work.

v

rest: to stop working or to lie down or sleep [*drawing # 51].

w
x

finish: to go on and stop after you have done everything that you had to do.

[*drawing # 39]

heaven: the *sky, sun, moon, stars and everything above us. [*drawing # 57]

y

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

z

heaven: the *sky, sun, moon, stars and everything above us. [*drawing # 57]

a

b
c

earth: the world, the *land and sea. [*drawing # 172]

plants: things that *grow out of the *ground, like flowers. [*drawing # 166]
field: *land outside a town, there are no houses, only grass and animals.

d

[*drawing # 139]
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given rain on earth and there were no people to work in the eground.
There was fmist that came up from the gground and it made the ground

6

wet.
7

Then the *Lord God *took hdust from the iground and from the dust

He made a jman. God breathed air into the man and the man started
breathing. He started to live.

k

The lGarden of Eden
8

Then the *Lord God made a mgarden in Eden. This was a place in the

east. He put the man in the garden to live there.

n

9

The *Lord God oplanted many kinds of trees in the pground. The trees

were beautiful and their qfruit was good to eat. In the rmiddle of the
ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

e

[*drawing # 75]

mist: *clouds that come down to the *ground, it is *difficult to see *through them.

f

g

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

[*drawing # 75]

dust: very small *pieces of sand that come from the *ground. [*drawing # 50]

h

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

i

[*drawing # 75]
j

man: the word man *means ‘*ground’.

breathe: taking in air and blowing it out *while your *chest goes up and down.

k

[*drawing # 131]

Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

l

Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

m

east: the side where the sun comes up in the morning. [*drawing # 180]

n

plant: to put *seeds or *plants into the *ground to *grow. [*drawing # 80]

o

p

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

[*drawing # 75]

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

q

middle: *between 2 or more things, your body is in the middle of your 2 arms.

r

[*drawing # 32]
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garden He planted the stree_of_life. He planted the tree of tunderstanding
what is good and what is bad.
10

A river flowed from Eden to give water to the ugarden. There were 4

rivers that flowed from this river. 11 The first river was the Pishon River.
It flowed varound the wland of Havilah. 12 There was good gold in that
land, and ybalm and zonyx stones. 13 The 2nd river was the Gihon River

x

which flowed baround the cland of Cush. 14 The 3rd river was the Tigris

a

River dwhich flowed eeast of the fland of Ashur and the 4th river was
the gEuphrates River.
15

Then the *Lord God put the man in the hGarden of Eden to live there

and to work in the garden.

s

tree_of_life: someone who eats the *fruit of this tree has *eternal_life.

understanding: to *know what is right and what is wrong.

t

u

Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

around: from one side to the other side of a person or something. [*drawing # 87]

v

land: part of a *country.

w
x

land: part of a *country.

balm: *gum that comes from a tree, people used it as *medicine. [*drawing # 170]

y

onyx stones: beautiful black and white stones that cost a lot of money.

z

which: that, what or that one.

a

b
c

around: on all sides of something or someone. [*drawing # 7]

land: part of a *country.

which: that, what or that one.

d

east: the side where the sun comes up in the morning. [*drawing # 180]

e

land: part of a *country.

f

g

Euphrates River: the biggest river in *western Asia, near Babylonia. [*map # 1]
Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

h
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The tree in the imiddle of the jgarden
16

The *Lord God said to the man: ‘You may eat kfruit from any tree in

the lgarden. 17 But you may not eat the mfruit from the tree that can

make you understand what is right and what is wrong. If you eat that
fruit, you will die. This is sure, and it will happen.’
18

Then the *Lord God said: ‘It is not good for the man to live alone. I

will make someone to help him.’
19

Then the *Lord God made all the animals and the birds. He made

them from the nground. Then He said that they must come to the man
and He said the man must give a name to each animal. That is how the
animals *got their names. 20 The man gave names to all the animals,
birds and owild animals, but he did not find someone who *could help
him and live with him. 21 Then the *Lord God made the man sleep. He
*took out one of the man's pribs from his qchest. The Lord closed the
place where He took out the rib. 22 The *Lord made a woman from the
man's rib and He said she must go to the man. 23 Then the man said:

middle: *between 2 or more things, your body is in the middle of your 2 arms.

i

[*drawing # 32]
j

Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

k

Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

l

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

m

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

n

[*drawing # 75]

wild animals: animals that live in the *field, like lions and bucks. [*drawing # 134]

o

p

ribs: the thin bones *around your *breast that *protect your heart.

chest: the front part of your body *between your arms, where your heart is.

q

[*drawing # 32]
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‘Here is a person like me.
She is part of my body,
and she was made from me.
She comes from man,
and that is why her name will be rWoman.’
24

That is why a man will go away from his father and mother. He will

live with his swife and the 2 people will be like one person.
25

The man and his twife did not uwear any clothes. They were vnaked

but they did not think it was wrong, and they did not feel washamed.

3
The snake
1

God made a lot of xwild animals and the snake was the ycleverest and

most zcunning of all the animals. The snake asked the woman: ‘Did God
say that you may not eat any afruit from all the trees in the bgarden?’

woman: the word woman *means ‘comes from a man’.

r

s

wife: the woman who is married to a man, her *husband. [*drawing # 34]

wife: the woman who is married to a man, her *husband. [*drawing # 34]

t

wear: to put on clothes or *jewellery and keep it on for some time. [*drawing # 34]

u

naked: when you have no clothes on and people can see your body. [*drawing # 45]

v

ashamed: to feel *guilty or sorry about something bad that has happened.

w

wild animals: animals that live in the *field, like lions and bucks. [*drawing # 134]

x

clever: to *know lots of things that can help you win or *succeed.

y

cunning: *clever and bad like a *thief who wants to steal.

z

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

a

b

garden: a place where you *plant and *grow flowers, *fruit trees or *vegetables.

[*drawing # 76]
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2

The woman said: ‘We may eat cfruit from any tree in the dgarden 3 but

God said that we may not eat the efruit from the tree in the fmiddle of
the ggarden. He said we may not eat fruit from that tree and we may
not htouch it. If we touch it, we will die.’
4

Then the snake said to the woman: ‘No, you will not die. 5 God

*knows that when you eat ifruit from this tree, you will be like Him and
you will know what is good and what is bad.’
The man and woman listen to the snake
6

The woman looked at the jfruit and she *saw that it looked good to

eat and she wanted to eat it. She wanted to become kclever and she
*took some of the fruit and she started eating it. She gave some of the
fruit to her lhusband and he also ate it. 7 Then they started to
understand everything and they *saw that they were mnaked. They

c

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

garden: a place where you *plant and *grow flowers, *fruit trees or *vegetables.

d

[*drawing # 76]

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

e

middle: *between 2 or more things, your body is in the middle of your 2 arms.

f

[*drawing # 32]
g

garden: a place where you *plant and *grow flowers, *fruit trees or *vegetables.

[*drawing # 76]

touch: to put your hand or finger onto something. [*drawing # 52]

h

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

i
j

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]
clever: to *know lots of things that can help you win or *succeed.

k

husband: the man of a woman, his *wife. [*drawing # 66]

l

naked: when you have no clothes on and people can see your body. [*drawing # 45]

m
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*took nleaves from ofig trees and they psewed the leaves together to
make clothes to put over their bodies.
The *Lord calls the man and woman to come to Him
8

That night when the wind started blowing, the man and the woman

heard the *Lord God walking in the qgarden. They did not want the
Lord God to see them, so they rhid sbehind the trees.
9

The *Lord God called the man and He asked: ‘Where are you?’

10
u

The man said: ‘*Lord, I heard you walking in the tgarden and I was

afraid because I am vnaked. That is why I whid from You.’
11

The *Lord asked him: ‘How did you *know that you are xnaked? Did

you eat of the yfruit from the tree in the zmiddle of the agarden that I
said you may not eat?’
leaves: the green parts on the *branches of a tree. [*drawing # 171]

n

fig: a *fruit that is red and soft on the inside. [*drawing # 73]

o

p

sew: to make or *repair clothes, or work on *material with a *needle and

*thread. [*drawing # 37]

garden: a place where you *plant and *grow flowers, *fruit trees or *vegetables.

q

[*drawing # 76]

hid: when someone went to a place where other people *could not see him.

r

s

behind: not in front of someone or something but at the back. [*drawing # 179]

garden: a place where you *plant and *grow flowers, *fruit trees or *vegetables.

t

[*drawing # 76]
u

afraid: to worry because you think something bad will happen.

naked: when you have no clothes on and people can see your body. [*drawing # 45]

v

hid: when someone went to a place where other people *could not see him.

w

naked: when you have no clothes on and people can see your body. [*drawing # 45]

x

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

y

middle: *between 2 or more things, your body is in the middle of your 2 arms.

z

[*drawing # 32]

garden: a place where you *plant and *grow flowers, *fruit trees or *vegetables.

a

[*drawing # 76]
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12

The man said: ‘*Lord, it was because of the woman You gave me.

She gave me some of the bfruit and I ate it.’
13

The *Lord God asked the woman: ‘What have you done?’ The

woman said: ‘It was the snake. He clied to me. He told me that I *would
not die if I ate the dfruit. So I ate it.’
The *Lord epunishes the snake and the people
14

The *Lord God said to the snake:

‘You did a bad thing.
I fcurse you because you did it.
I will not curse the gfarm animals
or the hwild animals.
I am cursing only you.
You will icrawl on the jground
and you will eat kdust for as long as you live.
15

b
c

You will hate the woman

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

lied: saying something that is not *true, it did not or will not happen.

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

d

punish: to make someone *suffer because he has done wrong or to make him

e

stop doing it. [*drawing # 54]

curse: when God says He will make bad things happen to someone or something.

f

g

farm animals: animals that people can buy to work for them, like cows and

donkeys. [*drawing # 139]

wild animals: animals that live in the *field, like lions and bucks. [*drawing # 134]

h

crawl: not to walk, but to lie down on the *stomach and move forward.

i

[*drawing # 123]
j

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

[*drawing # 75]

dust: very small *pieces of sand that come from the *ground. [*drawing # 50]

k
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and she will hate you.
Her children and your children
will always be lenemies.
Her children will try to kill your children
and your children will always bite her children.’
16

And the *Lord God said to the woman:

‘You will msuffer when your children are born.
You will have a lot of pain.
You will always want to be with your nhusband,
but he will be your omaster.’
17

Then the *Lord said to the man: ‘I told you not to eat the pfruit from

the tree that will make you understand what is good and what is bad.
But you did not listen to Me. You listened to your qwife and you ate the
fruit. Because you did not listen to Me,
‘I will rcurse the sground where you have to work.
You will have to work very hard

all of your tlife to get uenough food.
enemies: people who hate you or fight *against you.

l

suffer: having pain or worry because you have big problems. [*drawing # 50]

m

husband: the man of a woman, his *wife. [*drawing # 66]

n

master: it *means she will always have to listen to the man and do what he says.

o

p

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

wife: the woman of her man, her *husband. [*drawing # 34]

q

curse: when God says He will make bad things happen to someone or something.

r

s

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

[*drawing # 75]

life: the time that you live on *earth, from your *birth *until you die.

t

u

enough: when you do not want any more or there does not have to be any more.
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Thorn-bushes and wweeds will *grow

18 v

in the xground and you will eat wild yplants
that grow in the zfield.
19

You will work very long and hard to get food,

and your face will be wet and full of asweat.
You will work hard buntil the day you die,
and when you die,
you will become cdust again.’
20 d

Adam gave his ewife a name and named her fEve, because she was

the mother of all the people who live.
21

The *Lord God made clothes for Adam and Eve to gwear. He made

them from animal hskins.
thorn-bush: a *plant with sharp *points that can *sting and *hurt you. [*drawing

v

# 164]

weeds: bad *plants that do not have good *fruit. [*drawing # 163]

w
x

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

[*drawing # 75]

plants: things that *grow out of the *ground, like flowers. [*drawing # 166]

y

field: *land outside a town, there are no houses, only grass and animals.

z

[*drawing # 139]

sweat: the salty water that comes from the *skin on your body when you are hot

a

or *afraid.
b
c

until: the time to the end when something stops.

dust: very small *pieces of sand that come from the *ground. [*drawing # 50]
Adam: the name Adam *means man.

d

wife: the woman who is married to a man, her *husband. [*drawing # 34]

e

Eve: this name *means ‘living’.

f

wear: to put on clothes or *jewellery and keep it on for some time. [*drawing # 34]

g

skin: the thin outside part of an animal that they used to *cover things or to

h

make *leather.
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The *Lord sends the people out of the igarden
22

The *Lord God said: ‘Now the people *know what is right and what

is wrong, just as jWe do. They must not eat the kfruit from the
l

tree_of_life. If they eat the fruit from the tree_of_life, they will never die.

They will live mforever.’
23

So the *Lord God sent the man and the woman out of the nGarden of

Eden. Adam had to work hard in the oground from pwhich he had come.
The *Lord God said that the man and his qwife had to rleave the

24

garden and go away. Then He put scherub-angels at the tgate of the
garden and He told them to uguard the gate. They had vswords of fire
and they guarded the wtree_of_life.

Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

i
j

We: this *means God in *heaven with his *holy *angels.

fruit: food or *seeds that *grow on some *plants or trees. [*drawing # 170]

k

tree_of_life: someone who eats the *fruit of this tree has *eternal_life.

l

forever: it will go on and on, it will never stop.

m

Garden of Eden: the *garden of God where there is always a lot of *fruit.

n

ground: the sand outside where people walk or *plant flowers and trees.

o

[*drawing # 75]
p

which: that, what or that one.

wife: the woman who is married to a man, her *husband. [*drawing # 34]

q

leave: to go away or let something stay *behind, you don't take it with you.

r

[*drawing # 178]
s

cherub-angels: *servants or *soldiers of God who have *wings and *swords.

gate: a big door that people can go *through. [*drawing # 99, 108]

t

u

guard: when a *soldier looks out for the *enemy or looks to see that no one goes

*through a door or *gate. [*drawing # 57]

sword: a long *knife that *soldiers use when they fight. [*drawing # 60]

v

tree_of_life: someone who eats the *fruit of this tree has *eternal_life.

w
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